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Your students are individuals. Do your teaching materials treat them that way? Feldman's

Understanding Psychology does.Â Using a revolutionary revision process, Understanding

Psychology is a fully integrated learning system that brings the â€œStudents Firstâ€• goal to a new

level.With the adaptive learning program, SmartBookâ„¢, every student has a unique experience

personalized to their needs.The new edition uses â€œHeatMapâ€• technology to advise the

revision.Systematic and precise feedback from thousands of students was anonymously collected

using LearnSmartâ„¢. Because virtually every paragraph in the previous edition is tied to several

questions students answer in LearnSmart, the author was able to see where students struggled

mostâ€¦the â€œhot spotsâ€•â€¦and in turn refine and update these areas to be more clear, more

concise, and more impactful.Â The 12th edition continues with Feldman's accessible pedagogy and

hallmark research, as well as his modules-within-chapters format that is both manageable for

students and allows every professor the flexibility to assign and cover what they want.
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Note: This review is not about the content of the book, but the  electronic version. failed hard here.

This was a digital copy where the Connect code had already been used, as verified by the publisher

who was willing to put it in writing and email it to me with the case# for follow ups.  customer service

insists the copy, which is the $180+ e-version of the $180+ hardcover with the code, does not come

with the code, despite the publisher finding the ISBN and order # and stating that it did and that I

should revisit with the reseller.The CSR at  did refund me without fuss, but this was a major failure



on 's part. I would very much recommend simply purchasing a copy either at your campus

bookstore if the prices are similar or simply rent it through the McGraw/Hill site for half the price - it

gives access to the ebook in addition to the Connect software.

Pretty useful book. It was pretty simple to understand and read, well organized. I say well organized

because i recently purchased a textbook that seemed as if I had to go through a maze to find

something. But anyway, good buy. But I will soon return it to purchase another textbook. Lol, college

life.

Great Condition & included the CD Rom!!!! Came immediately Thank you so much I would definatly

buy from you again.

Because it has been so useful to understand the bases of Psychology and theven expectations for

this course

Just what my son needed for his Psychology class. Great price and the shipping was excellent too.

Real good book, explain everything what I need for my class.

Great alternative to purchasing a book from school
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